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What does he imagine a Punch and Judy show is, and 
why does he imagine his wife 
over to one? The film's darillg, complex capping of this 
question depends on seeing tlu resemblance between the 
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IJ, 5 if reversing the cond:'.:on of ~··~e )!;orId of the in His Girl 
~Frid{ly, the in Adam's Rib (19119) are cH "0phaticaliy at home at 
home. George Cukor thoroughly details their inhabitation of their pri
vate world for us--we are invited into every room in their two-story 
2partment, from living room and study and kitchen to bedroom and 
dressing room and oathroom, and we witness every interaction be
tween them from sexual invitations and drinking and cooking together 
to massaging one another. OUf presence there becomes so natural, re
turning each night, that we recall with surprise that this is, with one 
minor exception, the only member of our genie in which we see the 
pair in their own home at all. The exception is The Awful Truth; it is a 
minor, if Significant, exception since in it the man and woman enter the 
house separately, each with other company; and upon finding them
selves alone they talk a little of what Cary Grant calls--and what any 
sensible person would call-philosophy; whereupon they decide they 
must divorce. 

In "More of The World Viewed" I nme the careful establishing and re
warding of our intimacy with the cf.'ll:ral marriage of Adam's Rib, sin
gling out particularly the sequence in which the camera is fixed (as we 
in our places) on the pair's bedroom, now empty, save intermittently, of 
their presences, and they speak to one another from their opposite 
dressing rooms, hers just left and out of the visual framc, his just 
"The effect is to increase our inti macy with these figures because their 
invisible and pervasive presence to us puts us in the same rela
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tion to each of them in this passage as they bear to one another."* Here 
is this film's allegory of the nature of viewing film. The sense of partici
pation or partnership in their intimacy is essential to the way the film 
works, because it is exactly this intimacy that the woman puts on trial 
in taking her marriage to court. We will not understand her bravery 
(nor, hence, the man's) unless we know that for her their intimacy, their 
privacy, their home at home, is almost everything. Not to call it or to try 
to make- it-everything is doubtless something that makes it so good; 
then faithfulness to it requires that it be capable of being held at risk. 

But why now? We know Amanda Bonner (Katharine Hepburn) takes 
the defense of a case because her husband, Adam (Spencer Tracy), as 
Assistant District Attorney, has been given the case to prosecute. But as 
she says, in expressing her decision to her secretary, the fact of her 
husband's having the case, or accepting the case, is "the last straw on a 
female camel's back"; so the burden had been piling up. What is the 
nature of the burden? And along what axis has whatever it is been pil
ing up? Is the last straw some further misdeed of her husband's, in par
ticipating in a society's systematic wrongs? Or is it some further mis
deed of society's, in requiring her husband's systematic participation? 
Somehow both, since, as a successful American lawyer, she is hardly 
unaware of the mutual implication in one another of the life of society 
and the life of the law, and hardly, in general, disapproving of that mu
tual implication. But their mutual implication means that one is no bet
ter than the other, and the suggestion is clear enough that the institution 
of marriage can be no better either, that it is part of that implication. 
The question is whether, and why, any of them is good enough, inhab
itable, bearable on a female camel's back. A condition of their bearable 
imperfection is that marriage can be taken to court, that it is subject to 
debate. 

In describing what Amanda does in challenging her husband on the 
case of Mrs. Attinger audy Holliday)-whom we have seen, in a kind 
of prologue to the film, shoot her husband (fom Ewell), having fol
lowed him to the apartment of another woman aean Hagen)-as taking 
her marriage to court, I am assuming from the outset that the legalities 
of the case remain obscure throughout the film, strung, one might say, 
between Amanda's impulse to excuse Mrs. Attinger and her impulse to 

• Th! World Vi,wtd, enlarged ed., p. 200. 
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justify her. I am assuming further that Amanda is not merely bringing 
charges against her own marriage but Simultaneously questioning 
whether courts, anyway as they stand, are capable of assessing the va
lidity of marriage. Adam will, in the lecture to his wife that our genre 
makes obligatory, begin with the question "What is marriage?" and an
swer, "It's a contract, it's the law," and go on to imply that her disre
spect for law will end by leaving nothing to respect. But he is, as she has 
determined, really sore at her and says some things that his • .mger wants 
to hear, such as that he is not so sure he any longer likes being married 
to the so-called New Woman, and that he is old-fashioned enough to 
like there to be two sexes. These are, from him and to her, about as 
dirty as remarks can get. And quite incoherent. How is she denying the 
legality of marriage? Of the Attinger marriage she will cbim the next 
day (as if to parody Adam's lecture) that it is sufficiently sacred to jus
tify, to protect itself by, assault with a deadly weapon. Or is Adam sug
gesting that she is denying or betraying the legality of her and Adam's 
marriage? He knows her wei! enough to know that all the protection his 
marriage needs, L'om inside, is an assault with a licorice pistol. 

(The incoherence upon Adam's characterization of marriage as a 
contract underscores explicitly, in this latest of the definitive remarriage 
comedies, that there is no such genre apart from two social facts: that 
divorce is regarded as possible, a morally and religiously acceptable 
option; and that we remain unsettled, accordingly, about what makes 
marriage an honorable estate. The genre of remarriage may be said to 
find the humor in this state of affairs preferable to the humor derivable 
from a state of affairs in which divorce is not a moral or religious op
tion, to the farce, say, in adultery. The word"contract," at this climactic 
moment, to my ear names the social contract that was to express the 
consent that constitutes lawful society, the doctrine that replaces the 
divine right of kings. Here again the fate of the marriage bond in our 
genre is meant to epitomize the fate of the democratic social bond, as 
more or less explicitly in the aristocratic equations of marriage and so
ciety in The Philadelphia Story, or the equation of victim and wife and 
heroine in His Girl Friday, the linking of fates that underlies, as I argued, 
Milton's argument for divorce. I rephrase these matters parenthetically 
here because the recurrent doubt has struck me again here, as it might 
at any time, whether we fully recognize how remarkable the problem
atic of these comedies is. It is not remarkable to be told publicly that the 
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integrity of society depends upon the integrity of the family. But it is 
something to be told that the integrity of society is a function of the 
integrity of marriage, and vice versa, where marriage is validated nei

ther by a family nor by the law.} 
I understand Adam to feel (not exactly that the legality of his mar

riage has been infringed but) that a bargain, let me SJY, of their mar
riage has been broken-something like a bargain that his wife will not 
oppose him publicly, professionaliy. Such an issue between them is al
most the last m:t~cr they 35 z;e tells her wouldn't run ,lgainst 
him for a judgeship because he'd cry and she would have to respect his 
tears, even fake tears ("the old juice" he had called them when 
were hers). I suppose that his side of this bargain is his support, pub
licly and privately, in an imperfect world, of her feminist convictions. 
Then not only must she feel that his accepting the prosecution of 
Mrs. Attinger is an original breaking of their bar~~ain, she also 
anyway after the fact, that the bargain h,ld itself been a mounting bur
den, itself awaiting a last straw. 

Because she is not treated as a doll at home, she has been willing to 
conclude that she has not been living in a doll house. But the absolute 
division between home and world establishes a late version of Nora's 
sense of confinement. What Amanda wants of the world that as a pro
fessional woman she does not already have is evidently for the world to 
know that she is an equal at home, an equal in intimacy and in au
thority. And evidently she wants this knowledge because she wants not 
only something more in the world but something more at home. She 
wants her husband's knowledge of her acceptance outside, of her pub
lic separateness. Independence inside and outside reverse one another, 
hence require one another. 

So she brings inside and outside together, her marriage and the 
world, in the space of a courtroom. Her husband says, in trying to dis
suade her from taking the case, that he's not going to let her turn a 
courtroom into a Punch and Judy show. What he imagine a Punch 
and Judy show is, and why does he imagine his wife might turn a court
room over to one? 

This is a question for us as much as for him since the film Adam's Rib, 
which presents the tribulations and trials of a marriage as a source of 
popular entertainment, including the pair's slugging and kicking one 
another, itself takes on the color of a Punch and rudy show. That this is 
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part of the film's self-understanding seems to me declared in its ani
mated titles, and in its inter-titles (used mostly to inform us that scenes 
to follow take place later that evening), whose background is a cur
tained stage, I imagine a puppet stage. The film's daring, complex cap
ping of this idea depends on seeing the resrmblance between the Cur
tains of a puppet stage and the curtains of a four-poster in front of 
which the concluding moments of the film are played and into which 
the pair will disappear, pulling the cmtains closed behind them. The 
suggestion is that the marriage bed is the final sclting of a Punch and 

show, and I take the to stand for 

to outsiders, which is everyt~ir'6' or everything 
In this most elaburate revelation (lr the life of a pair at home, 

in which we felt privilegen to be behind the scenes celch night, ap
parently sharing the residuE'S of one day and the terms of an

we wind up with a curtain drawn in (lur 

If Adam means something vaguer or more colloquial by accusing 
Amanda of looking to tum the courtroom into a Punch and Judy show, 
say that she wants to make some kind ;i1cc;",ery of the sanctity of the 
law, what is the justice of his charge? She is aggrieved and he doesn't 
see why; his not seeing why magnifies the grief, is part of the grief. The 
reciprOcity of marriage makes it a fertile field for revenge, understood 
as getting even or as teaching a lesson. But instead of taking private re
venge perhaps Doris Attinger was Amanda Bonner turns to 
the law; in this she is in the true of the law. She still wants a 
lesson to be taught, something she calls"dramatizing an injustice." She 
has to mean this as a justification for risking Doris Attinger's 
using her problem as an occasion for opening a public issue to a public 
verdict. She is equally using that problem, I suppose with less aware
ness, as an occasion for opening a privatr hers with husband, 
to a private verdict. As said, this ambiguity enSllres that her legal arb'U
ment will remain obscure. The public demonstration, for society's in
struction or self-confession, is a reasonably clear 

the effect that women are the equal of men in intelligence, in accom
in responsibilities, and hence deserve equal rights. Her pri

vate demonstration, for her husband's edification, can only be deter
mined by her behavior in 

Before turning to that behavior let us again 3:;k why it is now that sht:' 
the issue with her huss~nd in this way, which is to ask why it is 
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now that she breaks what I called the bargain not to oppose him pub-
This way of putting the question rules out the simple answer that 

an opportunity has presented itself; that answer simply denies that a 
faithful bargain had been in effect. I take it that she has discovered that 
he wants this case, and wants it for private reasons, hence as a demon
5tration to her. An explicit part of her evidence would be his remark 
over the telephone, having called to tell her that he has been assigned 
the Attinger case,'You're cute when you get causy"-an attempt at 
levity which succec~; merely in being dully dismissive. He realizes this, 
but he doesn't want to see that this time he is part of the cause. 

And I understand his wanting of the case to be confirmed by her im
plicit knowledge of him, the mode of wordless knowledge intimates 
harbor of one another, intangible maybe but as consequential as bad 
moods. As she wakes him, in our opening view of them, having re
ceived their breakfast tray, with the morning newspapers on it, from 

housekeeper at the threshold of their bedroom, she tells him he had 
been making sounds in his sleep; she imitates them for him, objec

as somewher~ between sounds of desire and of pain. She takes it 
that there is something on his mind, in his dreams. And the images here 
suggest to me that she understands what h~ has been moaning and 
groaning about in his sleep to be what is recorded in the newspaper 
story she reads to him. He has said, "You always say that I always do" 
(make noises in the night), and she replies, "You always do, but. .. ," 
and then instead of describing how this time it was different, as a 
proper narrative would, her eye hits the newspaper as with a force of 
revelation. (It turns out that the story is not in his newspaper; an)"Vay 
not up front.) A newspaper flung before their door, picked up and car
ried with the rest of the ready morning comforts upstairs to the locked 
door of even deeper privacy, exposes the Bonner constitution to the 
Attinger discomfiture. 

Something is being laid at their doorstep, something from the depths, 
social and psychic, the stuff dreams and responsibilities and entertain
ments are made of. Adam and Amanda argue about the significance of 

newspaper material from the moment, from before the moment, 
they out of bed; their instincts are elicited on opposite sides of some 
line. Then when Adam is assigned responsibility for the case it is as if 
Amanda attributes to him a dream of the case, an unacknowledged in
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stinct or brief against women as the source of what he will call, in his 
cross-examination of Mrs. Attinger that Amanda will interrupt, "your 
shrewishness, your domestic failure." He makes what I take to be an 
equivalent charge against Amanda late in his late lecture to her about 
marriage, as he is packing to leave, when he asks her what people 
watching them think of them, and answers, "They think we're uncivi
lized. Uncivilized," (Freud accuses women of threatening civilization 

centripetal interest in their own famil~Adam's accu
sation, on the contrary, seems caused by Amanda's centrifugal interest 
in civilization.) Adam participates in the dream of the male 
to this extent shares his instincts, however refined his expression of 
them, with the likes of Mr. Attinger. 

To contest Adam's dream of wo.men, hence of her, Amanda has to 
confront her marriage and its world with one another, to let them re
buke one another (like America and American law). This requires that 
her marriage and its world each be good enough and sound enough to 
profit from this exposure; their acceptance of the exposure will be the 
best proof of their value. The husband's exposure will require, as in the 
genre of remarriage it must, that he undergo a certain humiliation, a 
dunking of his dignity (the air going out of Gable's tire; Grant's being 
dressed in a negligee or covered with feathers; Fonda's repeated faIl
ings; Tracy's dizziness and stuttering in court). His capacity to permit 
himself to seem ridiculous, without thereby losing his sense of worth, is 

to, what gives him the authority to 
lecture the woman, to be chosen by her for her instruction. Call it his 
ability to learn, to suffer change. In showing that he allows, and sur
vives, the going out of his ego, this ability proves his potency. 

I am trying to find a cause of Amanda's actions that r can believe in. 
To believe in her immediate partisan excitement ("instinctive" is the 
word she will use about Adam's male brutality) upon reading that a 
woman shot her husband ("Kill him?" Adam inquires; "Nope. Condi
tion criticat though."), I might alternatively imagine that she regards 
the situation of American women after World War II to be equivalent, 
morally and psychologically if not materially, to, say, that of southern 
slaves before the Civil War, where one slave will readily be imagined to 
have such an instinctive partisan reaction to news that a fellow slave 
had snapped and revolted against yet another outrage. A sympathetic 
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outsider might well have an analogous reaction. Or I might try imagin
with that of a woman whose country is under 

whose husband is be

The fact is that I do not believe this is the 

are tor American women, or were soon after World War II, 
and I cannot imagine that Amanda Bonner believes it either. 1do not at 

;Ill mean that the situation of women :fl America around 1950 or 

around 1980 cannot from time to time ,:irike rlile as outra

geous, or insupportable. But this perc(';<:.:n, \vhich I take to valid, 

differs in two froiD the outrage of those suffering the oppres

sions of slavery or of foreign or domestic occup<1tion: first, the percep

tion is not stable, but comes and goes, which means that the situation is 

not simple but mixed; second, the stimulus for an occasion 

struck by the of the situation may 

paratively trivial, a rude remark, or perhaps its on 

you, for no apparent reason, that your culture assumes that doctors and 

nurses and secretaries are women---5omething 

that reveals a process of arbitrariness and injustice. Me. Attinger--or of 

course Mrs. Attinger-may have had good cause for straying from 

home; but nothing is good cause for injustice. 

But why al all try to get Amanda's instinctive reaction so that it is re
alistically believable? Why not just take it as what certain critics call a 

"premiss" that she did have the reaction, and let the story take it from 

there? But what good is a premiss if it is not believable? I am merely 

working out the consequences of accepting it. I think that an impatient 
sense that I am being too literal-minded or 

would amount to a sense that I ought not to make certain sorts of de

mands on what is after all only a movie. But whatever the merits, or the 

meaning, of such a sense, it is irrelevant to the point I have just now 

been addressing, which is about my interest in a passage of this movie, 

about my experience of it, about the part of my life I have spent with it. 
To consider what it would mean, what it would look like, to defend the 
taking of an interest in one's experience, perhaps the best thing one can 
(still) call one's own, was a guiding task of my Introduction. The task 

deserves all the attention it can get, an essential part of which, for me, is 
to let it question my progress whenever it must--questionwhether in
deed the progress of my prose is everywhere faithful to its implicit 
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claim to be checking its experience, monitoring its economy, a term oft 
criticism I accept as pertinent to my ambitions. 

THE FORM the pair s contention takes in the courtroom is one that pits 

the woman's attempt to make something public against the man's at 
tempt to keep something private. The cause of the 

she wants, is his awareness of her. his 

acknowledgment of in being in court is to 

make something private public, he away from the 

to their accustomed privacy. 

He is still at it on the last of the four days of the trial, as he calls her 

in open court, leading to some confusion on th~ of the court 

reporter. knows, he knows, we know at this point, that she has 

won, that he is not able to fight her as an equal in public; and we know 

that to demonstrate this is at once the form and the content of the trial, 

her vindication, at once her public and her victory. But he had 

made his most memorable and charming effort in the direction ~ack 

from the public to their privacy early the first day in court, as he silently 

invites her at the opposite end of the 

pencil to the floor so that thev can 

lawyer's table to 

accidentally on purpose knock a 

have a moment to exchange wicked 

The natural, even the logical, enmity between the erotic and the 
legal, noted differently when VValter Burns reminded Hildy of what 

they could have gone to jail for, is the explicit of George Stevens's 

Talk of the Town, in which the two paths of feeling and of law arc pre
sented (by Grant and Ronald Coleman) as equally attractive, 

~ , equally noble (if not equally respectable), but as mutually exclusive, 

between which the woman (Jean Arthur) has to choose. Just to make 
things inescapably clear, the man of feeling is portray('d as an anarchist. 

The comedy of the romance of remarriage is the idea that such a choice 
may not have to be final. 

An emblem of Amanda's response in kind to Adam's courtroom 

conduct, or her dramatization of the thing his conduct is a response to.~ 
(her appeal away from their privacy to the realm of the public, the di
rection explicitly renounced and explicitly for bv Tracv Lord). is 

her costuming of Mrs. Attinger in the hat Adarn had 
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Ai least two doubts immediately present themselves in 
the face of the a/fempt to think of fhe depicted home 
movie as a melodrama, firs I whether there is a narrative 
here at all, second, if there is, whether it contains a vil
lain, a despoiler of virtue, without which there can 
hardly exist a melodrama, and hardly a virtue, worth 
the name. 

he knew they would be in court together. It is, one might say, her main 
exhibit on her side of the case, apart from Adam himself. It was a gen
uine present but also a real enough bribe, buying her silence toward his 
work of prosecution. She exhibits the hat, accordingly, as a rebuke to 
the bribe but also because she is proud of her husband's way (as op
posed, for example, to Mr. Attinger's way) of expressing himself to her. 
So that when, in Adam's stammering summation, he tears the hat from 
Mrs. Attinger's head and pockets it, entering as an exhibit the receipt 
that shows the hat was bought by him, he is exactly confirming 
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Amanda's charge of him, both in and against his favor. She does not 
conceal the tremendous pleasure she takes in this demonstration. 

THE BATTLE OF THE SEXES, in its form of a struggle for recognition, espe
cially for the woman's recognition, is the guide to the cinematic pre
sentation of the courtroom sequences, particularly of the second day in 
court, the longest, in which E';4lch of the pair of lawyers examines, sue. 
cessiveiy, Beryl Kane, Mr. Attinger, and Mrs. Attinger. 

The battle for awareness is pervasively depicted in eye-movements, 
especially Hepburn's. In Amanda's examination Doris Attinger there 
is the following set of events. Amanda says to her, of her discovery of 
her husband and Beryl together, lilt enraged you," upon which Adam 

t 

interjects from behind her, "Objection. Leading," whereupon we 
Hepburn's eyes dart left, then right, as if glancjhg over each of her 
shoulders to inspect Adam. Then she walks as it were directly away 
from him and without looking at anybody in particular, asks, "When 

I you saw them thus embraced, what happened?" but the direction of the 

t remark, so to speak, has just, been established by her eyes. The multi
directionality of her courtroom communication is as if diagrammed for 
our instruction when, in the opening shot of her examination of Mr. 
Attinger, she is faCing the jury, her hands on the railing of the jury box; 
addressing a question to the witness to her left; but carrying on a con
versation with her husband behind her. It is her show; her future hap
piness depends on eliciting the right responses from each of these audi
enCes. 

Adam's reciprocal task is sketched in such a set of events as the fol
lowing, still within Amanda's examination of Doris. On Doris's close
up testimony that as she kicked open the door what she saw was her 
husband "Nuzzling that tall job," she throws a glance out toward the 
courtroom, as if pointing briefly with her chin. It is a conventional sign 
that we are now to expect either a point of view shot of that tall job or 
else a matching shot of her reaction to that epithet. Instead Cukor holds 
the camera a moment longer on Doris, then cuts to an over-all shot 
(anyway clearly not a point of view shot) of the whole courtroom, with 
no one in particular singled out or even clearly locatable. Then after 
again this shot is held longer than our expectations would predict, 
Adam rises to object. I read this pair of automatisms as follows. The 
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brief fe:::~'"tu on th" c1ose-ui-' cf Dc<s's f.:cC' is long enough to call up 
an anxiety about what is to happen r.ext; this anxiety is increased by the 

succeeding fermata over the vvho~t' CiJurtroUlTI. Then when Adam rises 

to object 'rY'e Hnd \-vards for cur a.n:\i(~{~,:. ;\clan"\ ~va5 fai!i~~g for J coupi!..~ 

of diffi(,-!~t :·l'..:::~ncr;::s to pick 'dp :::5 (tIc:. Or better, '/'i~ understand tbJt 

he is losi;,g his sense of when it Cll!s 18 him to say sDmething, of what 

constitu~,':S ~t ~-1_le for hi:rL I-lis dis(;:·!t::~.'tt ..1tjon generaHy, of ':dur~;e, is tlL~'J 

one par: :)r hirn ir;sists that t:-:2 c{::_:·~~ is i)i!c of 50nH~thlng iike 3tternpted 

homicide Villi:" the part of him. that is :)ound to hi,:: wife's part insists " 
differer.::/. ~fGre specifically, so ~Jr .1S he is called tlPO;, to answer h2r 
demon~r:,-1tion to hini, he is ~:t...~ "55 ft"7" \<vc:-ds si:lcc, L1S she s ..1td to hiJ11 
tll.e prr,.'i.:-)us l"';.ight, .she kno~.--;,;: :.,-, "1:-;re,>' ,,~·.. ;:h i-~cr '~.::,r:··/;.c~ions 'oJ;' scni~-

thing to du ',vith these m.::t::~!s. 50,::',1[ does she 'Nant him to S2.;? 

Nothing SF'2C: ~,i, 8f nothing i:: ~'l~,:.~·.::<. ~ .:' ~wi:<g qt:i(~ well y;bc ;t :, 
that hl~ tllir;\.~:, Vv·hat is on !it.:t rrj:~d 1S r~i'-.. ::~, ~~fing!ng thern to 

C8Uft 1:r: the fjrst place, :Df!,~t,!7:' ~ :~e \\'ill 5~"~y aI1y:hin:~ :-:.t all, \vhcther there 
is anything ,1bout this situati'm thdt he can publiciy claim cCC1v;ction in. 

If not, [: ;,it i:i h",r victory, whatever the depicted jury will say. 

CUKOR'S CNvlFRA T:iSTINCT, t!nlike Hawks's, is to ;T',ave in response to a 

character's attention. In Adam's Rib we have in effect noticed two varia

tions on this relation. First, in the shot of the mostly vacant bedroom, 

flanked by their conversation, the cam~ra, I wouid like to say, abides in 

response to its equal attention t(l each of them. Second, we just sa IV the 

camera take a position on a character's behalf not aeouse it has been 
called upon by his attention but as if it is calling his attention to the fact 

that is is up to him to say something, to come to. I note that in the Se

quence just discussed Adam rises ~o speak from behind Amanda, as it 
were ove', her shoulder, the direction in which 5:':: l.,JS been speaking to 

him. One might consider wr:ether this should be read further as his 
arising from her shoulder, as she from his rib. 

Assigning significance to the st.1tions aad the progressions of the 
camera, and to whether its movement in a given case is small or large, 

toward or away, up or down or around, fast or slow, continuous or dis
cor,tinUQU5, is 30mething I mean by reading a film. It requires acts of 
criticism that determine why the cinematic event is what it is here, at 
this moment in this film; thdt determine, indeed, what the cinematic 

rvent :5. i\ CanH~rJ cannot in general iu5t rlbic:e ,)f progress, ):i:.~f toe co:-:.

tinuous or discontinuous; it has to "bide en 5u,net~ing, <mel ll:UV;' or 

du;solvc fr01TI sOlnething to s0]:1ei.:-~i:-"'~j. ~.'~.:: ~:1~: ~.ind CJnnot ;~1 .~:":>:>.:~t.:.~ 

jH5t thii...k or the eye ju~:t sec! btl: has tc t:~.ii-'~ '..~: SCj~lv::~thing, look ,d' :);:" r~)'" 

or :1:0.:::; fro1?l something. Phenumenoiogi"s '~~"'J~. of the mind, ii', tl-at ~t 
tak~s 'Jbjects, a5 intentional. ! should li~<2 :C: ;;p2Jk of the C("'d11t,r-~~. i~: r.h·:!~ 
it t3.~(2S subjects, as infcct:onJl. (But ~-::2..:-:.' s>·:~~ \ii1g in ;JlJL:"f~\::~:t;:,: ~l '.;[ 

the ",:',:ire chJin of wish ilr.d 3rpar.l~·;s ,:~..:~ ;::',~·:;5 [[0;";1 dir;::::c( '.;.~. 

can12:"J to projected image as ~he \vcr:<. Cf.1 :1:-r'i2ra is already ·:'Pf_·~:(iil.~ 
of fi~~l as inflectional, or JLl., <15 pholc~~r,,~>'~':. _.\ !!!T:'_TT'<1kc? '~V~-jO ,-."~~~" 
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, . ". . 
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(hey are separate studies. 
I do not want to go again into the conseqt:ences of such pO',vers of the 

camera for the concept of reality, real it:: as tho:? address ,)i the ph'J[o
graphic, which is the principal subject of "i\Ji(;r~ or r;,e V,jorld VieWEd" 

In the reading of It Happened One Nig"i I ·:haracterizcd the~e ,~,..'ns,.'
1
~, quer.ccs as the transcendental conditior.5 of vi",wi!lg iilm. A"d ! know 

that some who think about film think r~;;~t ("en1 a fcccgn;tion of tn,' 
powers of the camera to modify-from ·.<.':1dl i am Gd:<'"c" the cae",'r.:!'s 

inHectionality-it follows that the C':::7:.-::,c d,:c:: ,wl pr~:;,enl us with re,\J

ity. I have heard offered as proof enough of (hs obvic1.::;ftC';S the thriil 

ing refrain, "Things as they are Jre cna:1gcd UpOil the bl,:l' guitar." .1'; 

though something is obvious in these wo!"ds, dO; though th:ir ,1oint and 

beauty were something beyond the p'::ist' of t~,;:i[ ",mbigClity. \Vh,1t ar~ 
changed are exactly things as they Me', peri1;;lps as from ope hand tu 
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another, or as from a strum to an ear. The changes upon a guitar are its 
progressions, its harmonic motions, changes upon itself. which, Ste
vens's words thus claim, still take as their object things as they are, 
which must therefore be such as to lend themselves to these changes, 
be changed by them, as by a serenade. This is not an affirmation of, say, 
K . .lI1t's ceding of things-in-themselves, but a contesting of that gesture. 
The last thing this poetry takes for granted is the nature of itself as an 

the nature of its changes; the last thing a camera, or an am
bitious student of the camera, should take for granted is the nature of 
the Camera. Perhaps it is, or in certain hands is, more like a pitchy viola, 
or a Beckmesserian lute. 0. L. Austin was thinking, like Wallace Ste
vens's line, about the internality of words and world to one another 
when he asked, parenthetically in his essay "Truth," "Do we focus the 

or the battleship?") 

f , 
f 

I WAS LED to these speculations, breaking off my determinations of the I 
camera's inflections or allegiances in the courtroom sequence-an in t 
vestigation that my various examples of it are meant to suggest ought to 
be completed for each of our films, shot by shot-by a thought con
cerning the most extended sequence in Adam's Rib in which the camera 
declares itself, the shdwing of the home movie. In the course of depict-

the projection of the home movie, its projection all but gets identi
fied with the projection of our movie (the one entitled Adam ';; Rib), its 
frame made almost to coincide with our frame. To me this conveyed 
the thought that the study of the camera cannot be exhausted by the de
termination, however complete, of what I was calling the motivation of 
the camera, that is by film criticism (so conceived), but must invoke the 
question of the existence of the camera as such, that is by the issue of 
what I called film theory. The reasoning or provenance behind this 
thought is as follows. The near coincidence of the two movies implies 
that the rol~ of the camera in the one is fundamentally no different 
from its role in the other. But since the motivation of the camera's 
progression in the home movie is without interest, or rather shows 
critical question to reduce to the theoretical issue of accounting for the 
camera's existence, accounting for its presence altogether, the theoreti
cal dimension mustin general, in films like Adam's Rib, remain an issue 
after criticism has said what it can. (fo escape criticism by in
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voking directly the theory of an art can be taken as a motive of the 
modern in art.) * 

The home movie in Adam's Rib is entitled The Mortgage the Merrier: A 
Too Real Epic. Let us sort out some similarities and then some differ
ences between Adam's Rib and The Mortgage the Merrier. 

first, they share the same principal actors and characters and certain 
minor characters as well. Second, they both employ inter-titles in their 
narrat~ve continuity: Third, while the contained film exhibits "Cen
sored" as an inter-title and the containing film (minus the contained 
film) does not, each exhibits essentially the same incident of censoring, 
namely the man's suddenly grabbing the woman to maneuver her be
hind a door, out of our sight. Fourth, the question of the identity and 
role of the director is raised simultaneously for each film by the other 
just by their being in this container-contained relation to one another. 
The cultural invisibility of muSt J:-1oilywood directors is being chal
lenged by this Hollywood director in the act of framing the projection 
of a horne movie in which a director is not only apparently invisible but 
apparently nonexistent. That these films ask investigation of one an
other is declared out loud when Kip (David Wayne), in his running 
commentary on The Mortgage the Merrier, asks, "Who took these pic
tures, your cow?" It requires an act of will not to take the reference of 

• Since it is my view that, in what I call reading (a film), criticism and theory will 
eventually call upon one another, it should not be surprising that in this book, primarily 
devoted to criticism, theoretical questions keep presenting themselves, as in The World 
Viewed and its supplementary essay, theoretical claims are always meant to be substan
tiated by acts of criticism. I put these matters in a way I and some others have found us
able in "What Becomes of Things on Film?" Because not everyone will have ready access 
to the journal in which it appears (Philosophy and Liltralure, published by the University of 
Michigan, Dearborn), I should like to reproduce its final paragraph here: "The question 
what becomes of objects when they are filmed and screened-like the question what be
comes of particular people, and specific locales, and subjects and motifs when they are 
filmed by individual makers of film-has only one source of data for its answer, namely 
the appearance and significance of just those objects and people that are in fact to be 
found in the succession of films, or passages of films, that matter to us. To express their 
appearances, and define those significances, and articulate the nature of this mattering, 
are acts that help to constitute what we might call film criticism. [You cannot know the 
significances a priori, for example by consulting some code; interpretation is 
Then to explain how these appearances, significances, and maUl'!rings--these specific 
events of photogenesis--are made possible by the general photogenesis of film alto
gether, by the fact, as I more or less put it in Tht World Viewed, that objects on film are 
always already displaced, trouvt (I.e., that we as viewers are always already displaced be
fore them), would be an undertaking of what we might call film theory," 
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that question to be Adam's Rib as a whole, all of the "pictures" it gives 
us to see. Fifth, while The Mortgage the Merrier refers to a real event, part 
at least of what is filmed in it is a performance, I mean something that it 
itself recognizes as a performance. As one of the guests at the screening 

who also happens to be in that movie, "We acted all this out 
bter of course. It's not actual" (like that line itself? like the screening? 
etcetera). Sixth, the plots end in the same way, anyvvay in the same 
place, at the pair's place in Connecticut, and to that extent have 
ScHoe setting. 

The profound difference cehvecn the coat,,;ning and the contained 
movie may be said to be that relation of cont.1inment But is it 
mOre profound than the similarities bchveen them? The French title I 
have heard for ·what I have uescribed as containment is mise en ahfme, 
placement in abyss; I think of this as endless displacement, a good 

for the endless mutual reflections these films create for one an-
I know of two examples given to illustrate the French words. One 

example is that of the facing mirrors in old barber shops, each of which 
reflects the thing the other reHects, and refleds the reflections of the 
other; and so to speak, one of those reflections is itself, each re
flects itself, as far as the eye and its light can reach, The phenomenon is 
fascinating and the analogy is striking but, I find, misleading, since the 

of the mirror-phenomenon is that the containing-contained rela
tion cannot apply. The mirrors are equally originals. The other illustra
tive example of placement in abyss is that of a container which presents 
a representation of itself, hence a representation of something present
ing a representation of itself (the Morton's Salt box). This much you 
can see; then the mind is drawn in after itself. Here the container
contained relation is preserved; the real box must be than the 

representation it contains. But this way of preserving the 
asymmetry of the relation is essentially inapplicable to the container
contained relation of the films, since the smaller, contained film is not a 
representation of the containing film. It, to go no further, contains no 

And both films are equally real, equally films; they have, so to 
the same dimensionality. 

Nevertheless the title mise en abfme seems to suggest to some theorists 
that we know of some adeqllate explanation or theory of this displace
ment. My assumption is that everything we know of it must be 
derived from its function in particular films. 

The containing-contained relation makes the containing film essen
tially more complex than the film it contains (since it contains some
thing the other cannnot contain), but we do not know what significance 
attaches to this complexity. It may go with this to say that the home 
movie is meant for a private audience and the commercial movie for a 
public, but then to consider this relation is something we know to be a 
goal of the more complex movie as a whole. And again we do not know 
in advance Qf that goal what significance extends from this difference 
to, let us say, the nature of these movies as movies. 

Then putting aside the greater complexity or elaboration of charac
ter, plot, and setting in the containing film, and the differences of audi
ence each film expects, the remaining differences between them seem' 
to come down to two: Adam's Rib ;1<1S better production values than The 
Mortgage the Merrier (or, more strictly, better values than the nonexis
tent home movie which the elaborately produced fictional home movie 
we are shown impersonates); and Adam's Rib is a talkie whereas The 

the Merrier is not. 

1 

Finding the similarities between the movies to be no significant 
than their differences, I wish to understand Adam's Rib to be acknow
ledging the autonomy of the film it incorporates, declaring it to be a 
complete (primitive) film on its own. In thus identifying its own enter
prise with that of The Mortgage the A1mier, Adam's Rib is claiming the 
continuity of Hollywood sound comedy with two primary sources of 
the art of film: with the fact and the tradition of documentary film (of 
which home movies form a massive if peculiar species, and for which 
the home movie we are shown here suggests in turn a fictional basis), 
and with the fact and the tradition of silent film, especiaHy melodrama 
(where the ownership and security of a mortgage can set the terms ofi character, and setting), 

I am prepared to draw the moral, anticipated a while ago, that no 
event within a film is as Significant as the event of film itself. Significant t how? No automatism, let me say, is as "cinematic" as the automatism of 
film as such. Since this moral can depend upon nothing beyond 
ing the revelations of a film such as Adam's Rib as significant revelations 
about film as such, it is pointless, or rather too pointed, to treat the 
moral as a thesis, as though something beyond a continuing allegiance 
to one's own experience and a continuing assessment of one's commit
ment to a canon of films can yield a credible, or rati0nal, conclusion, 
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This still seems to leave open the option of denying the moral I just 
drew, the option of affirming instead something to the effect that the 
event or fact of film itself is not what is fundamental to the cinematic, 
but rather it is what is done with the facts of film that is fundamental. 
However, the apparent denial of my moral should be understood to 
confirm it, or clarify it. For what it means to say that the event of 
itself is the fundamental cinematic event is that what the maker of 
does with the facts of film (call this his or her style) is to revenl that 
event, to participate in discovering its unfolding significance, 
only the entire history of an art could complete. 

But if I am that the acceptance of such a view rests on experi
ences typified by the mutual assessment of Adam's Rib and The Mortgage 
the Merrier, it will be clear that we will not always maintain a very 
strong conviction in this view, or this moral (those of us subject to these 
convictions), indeed that our interest in the sta.te of this conviction 
itself wax and wane. I find that I am at the moment interested to pursue 
that mutual assessment far enough to see its unendingness. 

The Mortgage the Merrier is a document of marriage and of owner-
as other home movies will be documents of weddings and depar

tures or of birthday parties or of other arrivals. An implication is that 
Adam '5 Rib is a companion document of whatever its subject will be 
found to be, say it is a document of remarriage, and a further implica
tion is that a document of marriage will take the form of a document of 
ownership, or of inhabitation (in capitalist culture?). The reason for this 
conjunction must be, it seems to me, to remind ourselves that we think 
of marriage, or have thought of it, as the entering simultaneously into a 
new public and a new private connection, the creation at once of new 
spaces of communality and of exclusiveness, of a new outside and in
side to a life, spaces expressible by the private ownership of a house, 
literally an apartment, a place that is part of and apart within a larger 
habitation. And here again, as always before, an explicit economic issue 
poses itself ambiguously or inconclusively. You are free to interpret the 
issue as showing that only those who have money enough to afford a 
private dwelling, indeed two private dwellings, are in a position to pur
sue marital happiness. You are also free to understand the economic 
issue as part, hence as trope, of a more general issue of human happi
ness, call it the task or the cost of joint inhabitation, an essential re
quirement of which is the mutual creation of room, the resources for 
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(economic, spirituat epistemological, metaphysical, geographi
remain incompletely charted. 

How could one expect, in a film about marriage, anything more defi
nite here? No doubt one should not claim to be certain that ownership 
of private property is necessary to the possession of whatever privacy is 
necessary to human happiness. But I am prepared to say that to the ex
tent that we are able to let this be an empirical question, human history 
has not shown that private ownership (of something) is not necessary. 
One might well say that something standing in the way of human hap
piness is a false privacy, or a false idea of privacy. But then that is a 
reasonable formulation of what I have taken the argument of Ad,un's 
Rib to be about, the perception that leads Amanda Bonner to take her 
happy marriage to court. 

We could also formulate what she does as risking the turning of hr 
romance into melodrama. That the melodrama of the Attinger pro
logue, its gun and its tears, is meant a5 a threat to the Bonner story is 
shown by the fake gun and the fake tears which come out to real effect 
in the Bonner story. And its threat is prefigured by what I described as 
the melodramatic topic of the home movie. 

At least two doubts immediately present themselves in the face of the 
attempt to think of The Mortgage the Merrier as melodrama, first whether 
there is a narrative here at ali, second, if there is, whether it contains a 
villain, a despoiler of virtue, without which there can hardly exist a 
melodrama, and hardly a virtue, worth the name. 

As to the second doubt, it is sufficiently dissolved for me in remem
bering Adam's twice adopting the classical or cliche look of a 
the first time as he is about to burn the paid-off mortgage on a barbecue 
stand and holds a hotdog under his nose as a villainous moustache; the 
second time as he is about to follow Amanda behind the door of their 
barn and he stops to point lasciviously in her direction, in a silent, con
spiratOrial aside to the camera, that is, to its audience. But can we 
seriously understand Adam's and horsing around for a home 
movie to suggest that he is somehow a real source of villainy, a melo
dramatic threat to the romance of his and Amanda's marriage? 

I understand this to be, though not exactly assertible, roughly the 
brief Amanda has against Adam. And while not comprehensible as a 
charge in a court of law, it is the charge she suggests against him at 
home, again twice. The second time as farce, as they give one another 
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massages, Adam's turn at massaging concludes with her declaration 
that she can tell the difference between a slap and a slug, and that it felt 
as if he felt he had a right to hit her. He has behaved like--well not a 
villain exactly, but like a bully, or a brute, someone equally unworthy 

of the favors of intimacy. The sequence ends with her suggestion, "Let's 
,111 be manly," and kicking him, thus equating maniiness with brutish
ness hence being a man with being a villain, The first time with mutual 
seriousness, as and Adam are making dinner avd asks her to 

give up the Attinger case. She says she wants to dramatize an 
like the Boston Tea Party, and reminds him that they couldn't be so 

close if didn't agree with everything she wants and hO!les and be
lieves in, or unless she believed he did. Otherwise, the implication is, 
she would feel violated by their intimacies, he would be a cad to accept 

them; he might as well be demanding them of her in return for 

the rent. 
To control the idea that mugging and horsing around neutralize 

whatever offense the man may give, that they make his actions light
hearted gestures that anyone should be able to take who can take a 
joke, focus on the fact that he is mugging and horsing around for the 

benefit of a camera. His asides conspire with the camera and its audi
ence, conspire with, in a word, society. And this is the classical position 
of the charming, expansive villain (lago, Edmund). The declared pres
ence of the camera demonstrates that the villain is a role sought by the 

camera, one of its natural foods, hence that the villain is himself victi 
mized by the camera's appetite, as his victim is by his appetite, itself a 

an opposite range of the camera's. The conspiracy between 
camera and society, serving one another's desires, has taken effect be
fore the villain joins it, (1 do not wish, in trying for a moment to resist, 
or scrutinize, the power of Spencer Tracy's playfulness, to deny that I 
sometimes feel Katharine Hepburn to lack a certain humor about her-

to count the till a little too often. But then I think of how often I 
have cast the world I want to live in as one in which my capacities for 
playfulness and for seriousness are not used against one another, so 
against me. I am the lady they always want to saw in half.) 

As to the first doubt in the face of thinking of the contained movie as 
melodrama, hence as threatening the containing romance with melo
drama, the doubt whether it exhibits a narrative progn'ssion, this de
pends on a working understanding of narrative. Suppose one thinks of it 
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as a discourse in which something happens, in which there is an event 
that makes a difference, and so entails a before and demands an after, 
or say entails a comparatively uneventful context of beginning and of 

ending. The form of n.urative Kip's commentary LIkes is that 
of the travelogue ("Barn-kissing, an old Connecticut custom"; "and as 

the something orr into the sinking something we say goodbye to 
which allows a minimal difference between the context and the 

event that stands out from it, since the context is exotic, hence from the 

beginning has the interest of an event. Evidently the most important 

event of the horne movie is the very screening of it. The screening 

commences with the crisis of Adam's spilling the tray of drinks upon 
hearing Amanda say to one of the judge guests that she is to de-

Doris Attinger, it concludes with a cut, or really with the more 

intimate conjunction of a dissolve, to Adam and Amanda's bedroom 
and her shouting voice, flAil right, all right, all right! You've said the 

same thing nine times!" So the mild fun of the home movie occupies 
the place of the event of difference that starts a narrative, flanked by 
emotions of crisis and spanned by Kip's grating narration. 

What, more concretely, constitutes this event? There is, immediately, 

the sheer self-reference of the contraption of movie prOjection itselt 
generally by the very fact of depicting the home movie; more specifi
cally, having all but identified its frame with ours, by containing certain 
notable breakdowns to which the contraption is subject, for example, 

sprocket misalignment, and a sequence misspliced upside 
Of the unending set of questions about the medium of film such 

self-references may call to attention I single out here the question as to 
the nature of the surface of the medium. A writer about film who thinks 
to do justice to the fact that film is (presumably among other things) a 

medium may try to think of film .:IS if it were essentially painting. 

One form of this attempt is or was to take certain concepts as deployed 
in certain "formalist" art criticism of the fifties and sixties as though 
terms were simultaneously being defined for photography and film as 
well as for painting (a procedure the art critics I have learned most from 
must deplore, since they were as much at pains to distinguish the con
ditions of the various arts as the various arts themselves were). * Such 
writers about film would sometimes speak of something called "the 

• By the art critics 1 h;lve leamcd most from I mean primarily Michad rried and, 
through him, Clement Greenberg. 
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surface of the screen." It is worth saying that this phrase has no clear 
meaning and then going on to say, what the home movie of Adam's Rib 
serves to declare, that a screen has no surface but is a surface. Any sur
face that can hold the light of projection is (can serve as) a film screen. 
This fact mayor may not have ontological significance, depending on 
how one makes out ontological significance, but it is what makes possi
ble the special closeness and special between a film's depicting 
a projection a film (the frame of the depicted film is then less than the 
frame of the current projection), and a film's, so to speak, projecting a 
projection (where the frames coincide), which just comes to projecting 
that film. (The photograph of a photograph, their edges coinciding. is 
the same photograph, in a later generation, it is a duplicate. A painting 
of a painting is not the same painting; it is a good or bad copy. As you 
can learn something about painting by working alongside someone 
who can paint, so you can learn something about taking photographs 
by working alongside someone taking photographs that you care about. 
But while for a significant history of painting you could learn painting 
in part by copying paintings, at no time in the history of photography 
could you have learned photography in part by photographing photo
graphs, if this is different from printing them.) 

The shift from depicting to projecting a film-within-the-film is a clear 
acknowledgment of the fact and the nature of film (for example, that a 
film is something made for projection and that not every way of show
ing it counts as projecting it), as clear and significant in Adam's Rib as a 
similar pairing of automatisms in Vertov's Man with a Movie Camera. 

But accuracy here is of the essence, and we can be more accurate. The 
sequence of the film-within-the-film in Adam's Rib is organized by al

shots showing the home movie screen with shots showing the 
home movie audience, never mixing these subjects. The first two times 
the home screen is shown its screen is distinctly smaller than ours; 
while our shot contains no other equally distinct subjects, the top bor
der can be seen to be occupied by a stretch of ceiling and the top seg
ment of a column which are part of the room in which the screening is 
taking place, visible beyond the depicted screen. In subsequent shots of 
this screen we have moved closer, nothing whatever is visible beyond 
the depicted screen, but yet the frame of that movie is not allowed quite 
to coincide with ours. 50 it is not quite accurate to say about the fiIm

of Adam's Rib--something it would be accurate to say 
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about a film-within-the-film in Man with a Movie Camera-that we are 
given a shift from the depicting of a film to the projecting of that very 
film by identifying ours with it. Rather, in Adam's Rib we shift from a 
clear case of depiction to a position in which it is ambiguous whether 
we are meant to understand the film as depicting or as projecting the 
film it contains. This is as explicit an acknowledgment of the medium 
of film as the related shift in Man with a Movie Camera, but what it ac
knowledges, when it,is expressed, may-be/however close in manifest 
technique, unpredictably distant in latent content. In Adam's Rib the ac
knowledgment of the nature of movies is a route for acknowledging the 
reality of its actors, declaring the people in the home movie, Katharine 
Hepburn and Spencer Tracy, to be the same as the actors in Adam's Rib 

who are watching themselves, and who are playing the parts of people 
watching themselves, in a home movie. 

I 
BUT WE SHOULD GO BACK to that other realm of circumstances that con

l stitutes the event of the screening of the home movie, Kip's running 
narration of it. 

His narration casts him as a film critic, hence affirms that what he is 
criticizing is a film. George Cukor and his script writers Garson Kanin 
and Ruth Gordon are having (-un here with two kinds of critics. Directly, 

I by showing on Tracy's glowering face how richly the author of bright, 

I compulsive wisecracks about the sentimental vulnerabilities of one's 
life deserves a slap in the mouth. Less directly, by producing the sort of 

I 
pedant, or village explainer, whose remarks cry out for the wise
cracks-the sort who says, "Of course we acted all this out afterwards. 
It isn't actual/' to which Kip rudely but satisfyingly replies, "All right 
big mouth, settle down." This is a reply, in tum, made for certain of 
today's pedants, big-time explainers, who offer to save us from falling 
for things like filrr(s illusion of reality (as if, for example, the phrase 
"illusion of reality" is somehow clearer than the phrase "real reality"). 

It is to the point that this wisecracking critic is also portrayed gen
erally as a moocher, mooching off other people's parties as well as off 

privacies. (I don't know what to make of the fact that Kip is sup
posed to have written a bad Cole Porter son& beyond observing that 
mooching nonnally demands some talent and a certain bankable 
chann. But had a good Cole Porter song been attributed to him I 
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would have a harder time characterizing him in the terms I do.) I draw 
the moral that a critic of such films as Adam'5 Rib, as of such as The 

Mortgage the lv1errier, is bound to be a critic of marriage, of marriage as 
projected and criticized by the films themselves. 

And this must work to create in Adam's eyes the connection between 
Kip and Amanda. We cannot imagine Adam to take Kip's attraction to 
Amanda seriousl:l ; he must understand that Kip's is an attachment, not 
uncommon around certain strong, ir.teresting marriages, to the mar
riage itself, not to the woman alone. Nevertheless Adam b'L",,~S in upon 
them together. I think the reason is that Kip's mild show·· 1o :,: l'omosex

ual tinge is meant to align wlrn r.mal~da's underlyin~: charge against 
Adam's brutishness or caddishn2s.:i, ::~2 c:urge of villainy by virtue of 
being a man. (This alignment is broadly hinted at a cou?le of times. 
After singing his song for them Kip says to Amanda, for Adam's bene
fit: "You've got me so convinced: may go out and become a woman." 
This remark also serves to prepare later :;peculations about sex rever
sals, which we '\vill come to in a mompnt. Again, during Kip's narration 
of the home movie, as Adam is captured kneeling winningly between 
their two bulldogs, and as someone in the company exclaims something 
helpful like, "Oh, look. Dogs," Kip slowly counts them: "One, two, 
three.") As if to combat the unanswerable brief of being a villain be
cause a man, Adam portrays a male bully, threatens double murder, 
and then victoriously mocks their portrait of him, and by implication 
their threat to him, by eating his gun. Is this savoring his revenge, said 
to be sweet; or is it successfully swa liov/ing his anger along with his 
pride? 

LET us NOT UNDERESTIMATE the depth of myth touched upon in these 
events, in their efforts to sketch the difference between men and 
women. Adam attributes his success in getting what he wants, getting 
Amanda back, to his ability to produce tears at will, that it, to a certain 
theatrical talent. But we have also seen his theatrical talent exercised in 
his entering menaCingly with a (stage) gun, which also got him what he 
wanted, Amanda's acknowledgment that, as he says to her, "No matter 
what you think you think, you think the same as I think, that I have no 
right, that nobody has the right to break the law." And this meeting of 
minds more earnestly constitutes, for both of them, his getting her 
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Hatfed, IlS for deparfure, they resume fheir adventure 
of desire, their pursuit of happiness. This pair is in
venting gallantry between one anofher. 

back. Are we certain, then, that his brutishness has played no essential 
role in his triumph? Both his gun and his tears play the role, demanded 
by male competition in the films of our genre, of the man's explicitly 
making a claim upon the woman. (AnJ in what genre is this moment 
not demanded of a romantic hero? In such a work as To Have and Have 
Nol, where it is the man who has to become reborn into the world in 
order-still--to prove or provide innocence, Bacall says to Bogart, ''I'm 
hard to get, Steve. All you have to do is whistle." And she is right, and 
sympathetic. It is hard. In Hawks's earlier Only Angel5 Have Wings, Jean 
Arthur uses virtually the identical words to Cary Grant; and she is right,

j too.) 

1 The man's tears play to the woman's maternal or tenderer instincts, 
1 the gun to her tougher, even vulgar, demand to be won. The point of j 

the gesture of the gun is that intimacy is not sufficient for marriage, 

J, 

ill 
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which requires beyond this the open declaration of this exclusive pri
vacy. Openness is required as a condition both of asking for the public 
sanction of the marriage, admitting society's stake in it; and of express
ing the need for this stake, that their bonding requires a decision, or 
contract, and power to have it enforced, that it is not natural, not, so to 
speak, a family matter. The simultaneous establishing and transcending 
of intimacy, the translation of intimacy, say as from strum to ear, is a 

.. ".. way of putting the point of Adam '5 Rib generally, its interpretation of tthe dialectic of remarriage, why it is good to think of the necessity of 
remarriage as the necessity of taking marriage to court: you must test it t 

l 
in the open or else mutual independence is threatened, the capacity to I 
notice one another, to remem ber beginning, to remember that you are 
strangers; but it is only worth subjecting to this examination if the case 
is one of intimacy, which you might describe as the threat of mutual 
independence. 

After the trial, as Adam and Amanda are walking together out of the 
courtroom, Amanda says she wishes it could have been a tie. And in a 
sense it has been a tie; she has won the day, made her private point 
public, but he has won the night, made his public point private. It is 
what they each most wanted of the world, of one another. But the reso
lutions, the victories, are not stable, the tie is not yet, or not again, that 
of marriage. Or say that the separate victories are too stable. The con
versation has not resumed. 

When it does resume it will wind up on the topic of the difference 
between and the sameness of men and women. We have seen the con
versation come to a halt in several stages, principally in the sequence in 
which Amanda comes home late, with a present of her own, to a silent 
Adam and an empty cocktail shaker. She follows him through each 
room of their apartment pleading with him to talk to her; and when he 
does open his mouth it is to deliver himself of his longest speech, the 
haranguing aria about marriage as a contract. The use of words in this 
pair of incidents is capped the next night as Adam's demonstration and 
victory with the licorice gun becomes a mostly verbal brawl. An angel 
would have difficulty at this moment distinguishing their lives from the 
lives of the Attingers; which is roughly to say that for an angel there is 
no distinction between comedy and tragedy. Their subjection to human 
commonness holds an important piece of learning for the Bonners-
that while civilization has more to go on in their fortunate lives than in 
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the Attingers, civilization cannot carry its own guarantee, either to last 
or to be worth the name. 

That there is no humanly envisionable conclusion to the conversa
tion of marriage seems to me the message of the mysterious moment at 
which, as Amanda in her summation is asking the jury to apply the 
same unwritten law to a woman as it would to a man, she directs them 
to imagine the principals of the trial triangle as reversed in sex. As she 
urges the jury to focus their attention on each of the three faces in turn 
and to concentrate, as if hypnotizing the jury, the faces in tum alter be
fore our eyes. The immediate effect of the process is to seal once for aU 
our identification, as audience, as a jury, for whose instruction and 
judgment the entire film is put forth. In taking the transformation effort 
as evidence that no conclusion to the problem of marriage is envi
sioned, I mean to imply that the transformations are not successful, 
anyway that they do not do what Amanda wants them to do, namely 
help us imagine these figures with their genders reversed. 

In fact the transformations are, I find, grotesque, partly no doubt be
cause the two women are transformed into pretty young boys and the 
man into something older, harder, coarser. Here is a reminder that the 
playing of one another by the sexes is not fully symmetrical. Boys can 
play women (as in Elizabethan theater) and women boys (as in opera), 
but for a mature male to impersonate a female requires the mastery of a 
significant art; and I know of no male impersonators, none I mean who 
are female. (The background distinctions here are among male and fe
male impressionists, reactive heterosexual men, and what you might 
call imitation or fake men. This last is a quality that people, doubtless 
mostly certain men, may see in Hepburn, people who do not recognize 
what she is and the dimension a certain boyishness gives to her way of 
being womanly. Much of this is duly noted in Doris's remark during 
her interview, in response to Amanda's offer of a cigarette, that she 
doesn't think women should smoke, that it isn't feminine, that Amanda 
should excuse her for saying so, and our having to go ahead and imag
ine Hepburn/Amanda reacting to the source of the deprived observa
tion, and allowing herself to excuse it.) 

The asymmetries here suggest that Amanda cannot get what she 
wants from her experiment, not at any rate by the means she llses. The 
camera's transformation of the sexes of the characters seems tome a 
violence done to them, and to us in witnessing it, and to Amanda in 
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asking it. She has, as Adam accuses her of doing, staged and costumed 
Doris's performance in the courtroom. But she has not presided over 
her transformation by the camera. She has only invoked a power be
yond her control, and the results seem to me to show that she is being 
rebuked for it. Rather than casting her as a surrogate for a film director, 
the actual film director is depicting limits to the powers of an actor. 

.' 
I HAVE SPOKEN of Cukor's willingness to let his camera follow the atten
tion of a character, like a good listener, shunning imposition here. Let 
me call such followings the changes of progression. What I might call 
the changes of transformation, the translation at once, as a whole, from 
flesh and blood into film, is something else. It is source of the ca:il
era's original violence, hence of the film &;~ctor's responsibil
ities. Cllkor had studied this explicitly and Jt full length in A Woman's 

Face, of 1941, the year The Philadelphia Story. (And again with Don
ald Ogden Stewart as writer, joined by Elliot Paul for A Woman's Face, 
perhaps because of the European setting.) The transformation of actress 
into star, as a version of the theme of the alteration of imagination in 
The Philadelphia Story, was something I touched upon principally re
specting the relation of actor to audience. The complement or supple
ment, respecting the relation of director to actor, is the transformation 
of which A Woman's Face can be taken as a parable. It is again a story of 
a woman (Joan Crawford) drawn between t'NO men (Conrad Veidt and 

that is to say between her love for two men. The 
choice in the romantic melodrama of A Woman's Face seems easier 
(granted a happy ending) than in the romantic comedy of The Philadel
phia Story since in the melodrama the other man is openly presented as 
a villain. But this should be understood as a piece of cinematic code for 
a kind of love, against which it is by no means easy to choosC'. (On~ of 
the tinniest of a small chain of tinny moments in A Woman's Face is the 
woman's declaring in court that her feeling for the other man was not 
love: "I know that now," says Joan Crawford.) And again the woman 
is to be transformed, created, by the man, bom into the world, but 
this time not from above the world but from below it, not from cold 
beauty but from seething disfigurement. The film studies the opposed 
processes by which the transformations are to be eff~cted; it is this 
that makes it a parable of directing. (I darcsay it is this sort of 

study that critics have responded to in calling Cukor a woman's direc
tor.) 

The villainous process is portrayed as something like hypnosis, or 
enchantment, worked by a man of cultivated words, of demanding eyes 

and of a mastery of moods, invoked by his virtuoso 
heroic process is portrayed as plastic surgery, its com

pleteness of reconstruction underscored by the surgeon's repeatedly 
the woman his Galatea. Cukor's acceptance of the metaphor of 

plastic surgery for the work of his came~J seems to me the meaning of 
the set of moments in which the camera prevents us from seeing what 
the results of the surgery have been shooting at an angle that leaves 
an obstacle exactly between us and the area of the disfiguring scar, and 

when the results are to be to the court by her removing 
after repeated set-ups in 'Nhich the doctor examines her 

face under the merciless light that we see to be the light by which she is 
there being subjected to the camera, we are shown her face in unob
structed close-up, in one of those romantically lit portraits, drawings in 
light and shadow, that Hollywood was so good at in its high period of 
black-and-white, glorying in the assured results of its own work. In 
contrast to the heroic process of cinema, the villainous feels very like 
the process of theater. 

The evil of the villainous procedure is that while it promises the 
woman release it leaves her unchanged, above all sealed in the isolation 
of her moral disfigurement, appealing to the realm of the demonic and 
its vengefulness which she has leamed to call home. The good of the 
heroic procedure is that the point of the excruciating physical pain is to 
leave the matter of spiritual change up to her; the doctor repeatedly 
asks her whether he has created a monster or a woman, appealing to the 
realm of her better angel. This is why his direction is therapeutic. The 
removal of the scar redeems the marked woman, potentially makes her 

innocent. The cre,1tion of innocence through the right for
going of virginity--such is the fantasy around which more than our 
genre alone has formed itself. (It is not surprising to find it in Garson 
Kanin's Born Yesterday, filmed by Cukor in 1950; an advanced New 
Comedy. And I hear film nair declaring its allegiance to the fantasy 
when in the closing moment of Robert Siodmak's The Killers, a bad, 
hysterical Ava Gardner kneels over the unconscious body of 
Dekker, as if to Lll1 the words back from the grave, "Say 
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Kitty is innocent. Say Kitty is innocent.") I note, for further geographi
cal reference, that the roles of hero and of villain in A Woman's Face are 
given respectively to an'American and a European type. Melvyn 
Douglas is sophisticated, and in the fiction of the film is said to be 
Swiss, but set next to Conrad Veidt and Albert Basserman he is as 
American as Berlin, Connecticut. War was here, or imminent, and 
Veidt says something about how he will use the fortune Joan Crawford 

- is to help him inherit in the service of the new order in Europe, but this 
is a topical cover for a preoccupation in American fiction given its 
highest form by Henry James. 

Put IImi Mike (1952) is a gentle, summery anthology of these themes 
of Cukor's as well as of other possibilities we have found in remarriage 
comedies. Like Born Yesterday it is what I called an advanced New Com
edy, by which I mean essentially two things. First, its structure is to get 
the woman away from a false or outworn authority (the by the 
help of a man who wants her to take authority over herself. That what 
is wrong with the senex is not a matter of his literal age is emphasized 

Spencer Tracy's being called"old man" by the one the woman calls 
her "beau." Second, the film displaces virginity well lost with, say, in
tegrity, or selfhood, as the goal of the drama, a new beginning. Pat and 
Mike makes this displacement possible by having Hepburn call herself 
a "widow"-about which Mike's sidekick (Sammy White) under
standably is puzzled:." Ain't that like not married?" It places these 
issues in a context in which an all but literal directoral function is given 
to each of the two men. Her beau is anxious about how she will act or 
behave or perform and whether she is properly attired; Tracy calls 
himself her "manager and promoter," gives her principles for pacing 
herself, tries to remove obstacles to her coming through as herself, and 
reassures her with a director's privileged words: "You're a beautiful 
thing to see--in action." And the film fuses with these, further, the fea
ture of the man from a lower class than the woman (always 

to be an issue for what becomes of Katharine Hepburn on film), 
her giving of herself to him by performing his remarkable feat 

of awakening her or freeing her. The issue of the creation of the star 
and the woman is dwelt upon lovingly, repeatedly through a fairy tale 
set of three questions. Mike catechizes his other star, a prizefighter (the 
affecting Aldo Ray): "Who made ya'?" "You did, Mike"; "Who owns 
the biggest piece of ya'?" "You do, Mike"; "What'll happen if I let go of 
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ya'?" "I'll go down the drain"; "And?" "Never come back." At the 
close, Pat turns the tables by asking the questions of Mike. He answers 
the three all right-thus acknowledging that the star she is is the cause 
of his being the manager he is, as well as vice versa-but then turns the 
tables back with the ca~per: "And?" she continues. "Take you right 
down with me," he rejoins. Or as they have said throughout: "Every
thing five-oh, five-oh"; or in the style of Adam'5 Rib, "Equal in every
thing." I do not know of a more courteous bouquet of thanks from a 
director to his star. And yet even here Cukor has allowed himself a jus
tifiable pride. While the camera spends in the film a disproportionate 
amount of time on Hepburn's physical accomplishments, a dispropor
tionate brilliance of acting in the film is T racy's, the good director's 
surrogate. 

But the of the transfiguring of women, toward their creation or 
destruction, deserves to be followed thoroughly in Cukor's work. I do 
not know, for example, what would make it more obvious than it 
stands that the opening elaboration of the beauty establishment in The 

Women (1939) is an allegory of Hollywood studio film-making (which is 
in turn an allegory of commodity-making? or of the power of the invisi
ble male world to turn people into commmodities? or of the power of 
the social as such?). And perhaps one will take Cukor's explicit treat
ment of Pygmalion and Galatea, in lvfy Fair Lady (1964), as more or less 
the sheer luck of the Hollywood draw. But there is Gaslight (1944), in 

in a context spiritual subjection, the theme of the good and 
bad pmvers is incorporated into one man, and internalized by the 

woman, madness. (Gaslight can be seen as Cukor's response 
at once to Victor Fleming's Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (1941) and to Hitch
cock's Shadow of a Doubt (1943), sharing Ingrid Bergman with the for
mer, Joseph Cotten with the latter.) More generally, and with particular 
gratification to me, I note from a recent late night showing of A Double 
Life (1947) that the team of George Cukor, Garson Kanin, and Ruth 
Gordon had placed the subject of Othello (whose presence of course one 
could hardly fail to remember if one remembered anything of the film) 
in conjunction with a story of the failed attempt of a pair to remarry 
(which I had not remembered). A more particular application of A 
Double Ufe to Adam'5 Rill is given in the complexity of connection it 
proposes between the private and the public life of a ~_~c~_ 
a pair working together in the same Drofession. It is DOSSIDIP 
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the personal story of Adam's Rib to be the way the situation in court af
fects their marriage, * whereas I have claimed that the emphasis is 
rather on the other foot, that the marriage effects, or is expressed by, 
what happens in murt; except, of course, that the dialectic has as yet no 
surcease, that the marriage requires this public expression because it is 
already an expression of public material. And this cycling is the unmis
takable pattern between the private and the public in A Double 
pattern affirms t~e doubleness of human life, of human consciousness, 
a duplicity that collapses only with madness, or death-it is what the 
lunatic, the lover, and the poet imagine to compact beyond. 

These remarks about other of Cukor's films are ha;dly more than 
another set of reminders about the work there is to do in putting to
gether with my continuing definition of a genre comparable studies of 

relation among genres and of the connection of both with the es
tablishing of the oeuvres of the directors in play. I am led to underscore 
here the abutment of films of remarriage with films of the creation of 
the woman (or the human) other means. Here perhaps the single 
greatest instance is Hitchcock's Vertigo, but there must also be consid
ered the whole range of works in which the procedure of the camera 
can be said to inspire a creature with human life from the beginning, or 
to deprive a creature of it. The central case is Frankenstein, hardly sur
prising since Frankenstein was always a shadow of Pygmalion. Such a 
work as The Exorcist is significant here; in it the filmmaker virtually 
identifies himself with Frankenstein in synchronizing a voice for the 
possessed girl and in choosing eyes for her and in granting her her spe
cial powers of hurling herself and of projecting her vomit. The bad or 
dark side of the myth of film as furthering the creation of humanity is 
its revelation that our hold on our humanity is questionable, that we 
merely possess ourselves, inhabit ourselves as aliens. The church might 
accordingly involve itself not merely to oppose the Devil but to oppose 
a possibility it itself helped to create, in its contempt for the body. To 
continue this line of thought, the thought that a certain line of horror 
films fann a shadow genre of remarriage comedies, it will be necessary 
to distinguish the specifically pertinent films of horror from the sets of 
films merely meant to terrorize us. I am speaking of horror here as I do 

• As Gavin Lambert suggests in his On Cul:or (New York: Capricm'n Books, 1973), p. 
200. 
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! in The Claim of Reason, as a perception of the instability of the fact of 
human existence, its neighboring of the inhuman, the monstrous. Ac

of the Living Dead would fit here while, for example, 
not. The comedy of remarriage is as much about 

separation from society, call it privacy, as the horror movie is; and as 
about the establishing of civilization as the Western is. (I 

here Nevill Coghill's suggestion in distinguishing Shakespearean and 
Jonsonian comedy, which I cite in the reading of His Girl Friday, that the 
Shakespearean is an or shadow of tragedy whereas the Jon
sonian is not.) 

ACCORDING TO MY UNDERSTANDlNG of the transfigured sexes, then, 
Amanda Bonner stands rebuked for invoking what Tracy Lord had 
oIled "the. wrong kind of imagination,"'for harboring private rrwtives 
for her public line of defense of her client, .as if she has gone to such 
extravagant lengths to imagine the impossible because she cannot bear 
really to imagine the actual sordidness and dependence of Doris At
tinger's life, the provocation and reduced capacity with which she did 
what she did. In the longest shot in the film, surely one of the longest 
unmoving shots in any commercial film since early silent days, as 
Amanda interviews Doris in jail, everything lends authority to Doris's 
recital-Judy Holliday's virtuoso realizaticD of the lines, Hepburn's and 
Eve March's attention to them, the camera's fascination; and here 
Amanda is fully interested in Doris's describing herself as "watching 
myself, like in a dream," and indeed warns Doris not to be too sure 
what she meant to be doing when shot her husband since the differ
ence between freedom and ten years in jail is no laughing matter. Yet 
the first day in court Amanda challenges the first prospective juror on 
grounds that his beliefs are prejudicial to the idea of the equal treat
ment of men and women before the law, which will be her whole line 
of defense. The line will involve her in more or obvious confusions, 
for example the idea that a woman in a trance, 
ing up and down all day long telling herself not to do 
is legally (and morally) in the same as a man who has carefully 

I planned to avenge himself for his wife's infidelity and who is full of the 
conviction that he is his unwritten-as a husband. 

1 {persons in these positions might be equated on the ground 

i 
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that both have gone crazy.) And she rises to break up Adam's cross-ex
amination of Doris by saying that he is "treating her as some kind of 
lunatic [somewhat closer to a genuine line of defense] whereas she is a 
fine, a healthy woman," but then in her summation she appeals to a bit 
of anthropology about certain descendants of the Amazons to the effect 
that they have treated their men tyrannically for so long that the men 
have become weak and incompetent through long subservience. 

But my question is still how the camera has yielded its rebuke, why 
the experiment yields a grote5~',~e result. And my answer, having re
hearsed Cukor's preoccupation with transfiguration, is that the camera 
already, or naturally, captures the feminine aspect of the masculine 
physiognomy (and, though I am for some reason more hesitant about 
this, the masculine aspect of the feminine), so that the imagination re
quired is, if properly exercised, already sufficiently prompted by the 
nature of projecting the human physiognomy to do what Amanda is 
trying to get us to will to do. Tom Ewell (that is, Mr. Attinger), when we 
first see him, primping a little as he hits the open air after a day of office 
work, swinging his body happily as he buys a paper from a newstand 
and walks to the subway, appears, using conventional criteria, more 
feminine than he does dressed in woman's clothes, which bring out (as 
they are realized for this film) a coarseness and masculine villainy in his 
features. In contrast, the two women, appearing as vulnerable young 
male:;, have discarded the insignia that made them different kinds of 
women and achieve before the camera a solidarity of effect that 
Amanda had posited for women as such when she claimed that"all 
women are on trial in this case." If this is the effect, Amanda's wish re
mains private, for the visual solidarity of the women in the face of the 
man's brutish villainy is not her line of defense, which requires instead 
that Beryl Kane be seen as a homebreaker. 

(The intuition I express of the camera as revealing the reverse sexual 
nature of its human subjects goes with two other intuitions I have ex
pressed about the camera. First, in connection with The Philadelphia 
Story, I spoke of the camera as revealing an otherwise invisible self, and 
I related this to its suggestion of the Blakean Specter and Emanation. 
Second, in the Foreword to the enlarged edition of The World Viewed, I 
speak of the inherent reflexiveness or self-referentiality of objects 
fjlmed and projected on a screen, of the luminosity lendable to pro
jected objects by their "participation" [a word meant to pick up Pla
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tonic aspirations] in the photographic presenting of themselves, a pres
ence that refers to their absence. I wish to understand as an analogue to 
this ontological speculation about material obj~cts the speculation 
about human beings, things with consciousness, that their presence 
refers to their absent, or invisible, or complementary, sexuality. The 
reflexiveness of objects harks back, in my mind, to the earlier claim in 
The World Viewed that objects on a screen appear as held in the frame of 
nature, implying the world as a whole. The sexual reflexiveijess of 
human beings would accordingly suggest the individual as expressing 
humanity as such, what in The Claim of Reason I call the internal relation 
of each human being with all others.) 

We were led to the moment of sexual transformation as an expres
sion of the break in the conversation between Adam and Amanda, 
which means their existence without their tie of marriage. As they ar
rive at t!ieir realization of this condition, collecting their papers and 
leaving the courtroom together to go their separa~e ways, all around 
them a resumption of conversation is being put into effect in a manner 
unthinkable for Adam and Amanda. The reporters and photographers, 
wanting copy to account for what they have seen, have put together not 
only Mrs. Attinger and her three children but Mr. Attinger with those 
four and then Beryl Kane with the five of them, posing the six together, 
all smiling, if uneasy, in a kind of family portrait. Here is a wacky, and 
no less genuine for being temporary, pursuit of happiness, one uncom
prehended by our laws. We are not, I believe, happy with the verdict of 
Not Guilty, or rather we do not know what to make of it, what it should 
have been. But we are happier with the consequences of the verdict, 
seeing the children back with their parents, and we even participate J. 

little in the contrived reconciliations. What else, until the world 
changes, would be a happier outcom'e? (A wacky, or impossible, solu
tion to the mystery of marriage-which I found to be glanced at in the 
pair of closing stills of The Philadelphia Story---is proposed in other sig
nificant films, both inside and outside our genre. Inside, Preston 
Sturges, in The Palm Beach Story (1942) multiplies remarriages beyond 
necessity, or credibility; outside, in Some Like It Hot (Billy Wilder, 1959), 

Joe E. Brown accepts a male bride on the ground that nobody's perfect.) 
Adam and Amanda walk out without glancing at this uproarious 

scene; notably, it strikes me, without a glance at the children. I take this 
as a comment on the fact that in risking Doris Attinger's freedom 
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Amanda was risking the happiness of her children, and surely it de
clares that an untrammeled absorption in the conversation of marriage 
cannot take place in the presence of children. This is the last of the 
major remarriage comedies. The sordidness of unequal marriage a~ 
mostly it stands, no longer checked by larger family structures, is not 
the joke it was fifteen years earlier in If Happened One Nighf. It is loose in 
the world, at society's doorstep. 

iii 

I SAID THAT when the conversation between our pair resumes it will 
wind up on the topic of the difference b::tween men and women. (The 
dialogue explicitly adds itself up this way. "Hooray for that little differ
ence" Adam will hurried:y say, we saw, at the conclusion. And during 
his harangue he had said to Amanda, "Vle'v::.1:-tad our little differences, 
and I've always tried to see your point of view." But what? This differ
ence is different? Why? Because it is not discussible? What do~s (nat 
mean? Saying hooray to the little differences, in good faith, is saving 
hooray to exchanges about them, of them.) But how does the conversa
tion resume? It recommences, haltingly, in the accountant's office, with 
some exchanges about money, which is first about what the pair have 
placed monetary value on in the past (intimate things, like gifts of un
denvear, and a silly -bet on a subject that they won't share with the ac
countant), and then about the property they own in Connecticut, "free 
and clear," which introduces Adam's tears into the conversation, which 
then prompts Amanda to seem to take the initiative and make the pro
posal to leave then and there for the farm. "You mean," Tracy responds 
through his crocodile tears, "and see the dogs?"-leaving no room for 
speculation about whether children, or hence anything else, would be 
an acceptable substitute between these two for the conversation itself; 
nothing else is marriage. 

Once in Connecticut, they inaugurate the trial as an acceptable topic 
of exchange and then at once move on to the new topic Adam says they 
have to discuss tomorrow, the judgeship the Republicans want him to 
run for. She says she's real proud of him; he replies, accepting her offer 
of a handshake, that he'd rather have her say that than anything. The 
thrill of this exchange is its putting sexuality in its place; that is, its 

able to afford putting it in its place, in the confidence that it has 
one. In that confidence, Adam leaves the room to change into his pa

jamas. Amanda sees in Adam's briefcase the hat that he gave heri 
she gave to Mrs. Attinger that Adam ripped from Mrs. Allinger's head; 
starts to burn it in the fireplace, then changes her mind and puts it on; 
warms her toes before the fire, thinking. She calls into the next room, 
"Have the Democrats chosen a candidate yet?" Adam comes back 
slowly into the room finishing buttoning the top of his pajamas. "You 
wouldn't," he says, and convinces her for the moment at least by 
showing her how her competition there would make him make himself 
cry. After his demonstration, he notices that she has her hat on so he 
puts his on, equal to the end, ready for anything. I Sf'em to remember 
learning, but I do not remember where, that the hat is an ancient sym
bol of liberty. I remember this in connection with the Anthony As
quith-Leslie Howard Pygmalion (1938), the concluding image of which is 
a close-up of Professor Higgins's hat, seen from behind ,~s he h~ls swiv
eled around and leaned back in his desk. chair, away from the returning 
Eliza and from us, as if in order to display his hat, the outline of the 
whole circle of the brim filling the screen. (I think this image is taken 
over, in homage, by Cukor for his My Fair Lady; but here my memory is 
less strong than my wish.) 

Since Amanda's remark upon donning the hat is to ask about the 
Democrats, we are entitled to take its donning as a challenge, a show of 
independence, while at the same time it reaccepts his gift to her. But a 
challenge to what? Independence from what? To and from the very fact 
that a conversation has resumed, and that .vhile that is cause for happi

j 
1 ness, that happiness is not to be presumed upon? lines are to be drawn, 

or what's a conversation for? Something, I think, like that. 
What more immediately precipitates her donning the hat, how

ever-which is to say, what changes her mind about burning the hat, or 
burying the hatchet-·is Adam's singing of the film's song off-screen, 
accompanying his putting on his pajamas. It is the only new element in 
the situation between his exit to ch<mge and her retrieving the hJl from 
the fire. I suppose the song inspires her contention because it sounds 
equally like a serenade and like a song of 

Let us take a moment, before leaving the film; to recognize how weird 
a song Cole Porter has contributed to the proceedings. It begins with its 

"Farewell, Amanda," and after bidding goodbye in three further 
languages it requests Amanda to remember, in her new life, th,1t won
derful night on the verandah. When a prime Cole Porter in an earlier 
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time sang of "it" as "great fun," and as "just one of those things," he 
allowed the singer to hope that they would meet now and then, allowed 
them to survive their pleasure with some humor, some style, intact. Or 
when John Dryden writes "Farewell, fair Armeda" his lover under
standably takes his leave to die because love is unrequited. But Kip 
seems to be singing his serenade to one who is herself to die ("when 
you're stepping on the stars above"), apparently the opportune moment 
for inspiring his declaration. Maybe he just means that she is moving 
on to higher things, and maybe he wrote the song to be sung by anyone 
but himself, especially by Adam. Maybe it is for him to sing on Adam's 
beh.llf, like an inverted Cyrano. He almost does. When Adam is about 
to leave their apartment after Amanda's homecoming to silence and his 
haranguing sequel, Amanda says, "Adam, don't you dare slam that 
door," and when he does the spiteful slamming sets off a contraption of 
consequences (a sort of schizophrenic Rube Goldberg machine), an 
image of the cunning of history, or of the logiC of narrative, the last 
consequence of which is the turning on of a record of Kip singing his 
song. The record player is under pressure and you can't tell Kip's voice 
from Adam. So Kip half gets the wish to provide Adam's exit music, 
confirmation that Adam must confront him and Amanda together. And 
in his victory serenade Adam turns the tables, does some versifying 
himself. He sings the song 50 that it begins with the words "Hello, 
Amanda," and goes on to welcome her, or welcome her back, after a 
battle he claims was fun. In the course of his rewriting he changes 
"when you're stepping on the stars" to "when you're gazing at the 
stars," a change that brings Amanda safely down to earth, and while 
she must appreciate this she may also resent it a little, and resent a little 
the bullying talent that wrests Kip's song, which was hers, away to his 
own purposes. But how could she not also admire it? It is his final claim 
upon her, overcoming at once the bmtishness of the gun and the chil
dishness of the tears. She will yield to this achievement of gentle geni
tality ("Hooray for that little difference!"), but not without contesting it. 
After all, whose difference is it? 

Hatted, as for departure, away from us, they resume their adventure 
of desire, their pursuit of happiness, sometimes talking, sometimes not, 
always in conversation. 
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Allsne will tell him, or WHm him of, visiting him at his 
apartment, before becoming his sister, is that his ancient 
poem to her, which she is ahoul 10 recile, will hand him 
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